Abstract-In this article an investigation into search operations for the multip licat ive inverse in the ring of integers modulo m for Erro r Control Coding tasks and for data security is shown. The classificat ion of the searching operation of the mu ltip licat ive inverse in the ring of integers modulo m is provided. The best values of parameters for Joye-Paillier method and Leh mer algorith m were also found. The imp roved Bradley modification for the extended Euclidean algorithm is also offered, which g ives the operating speed improvement for 10-15%. The integrated experimental research of basic classes of searching methods for mu ltiplicative inverse in the ring of integers modulo m is conducted for the first time and the analytical formulas for these calculations of rando m access memo ry necessary space when operated at k-ary RS-algorithms and their modifications are shown.
I. INTRODUCTION
Modular arith metic is basic when realizing the majority of cryptographic algorith ms, public -key algorith ms in particular. One of the most computationally intensive operations of modular arith metic is searching for mu ltip licat ive inverse in the ring of residues modulo m, where 2 m  and m is integer. Th is operation is used in mu ltiply ing the point of elliptic curve by the number in affine coordinates over the finite field GF (p), in DiffieHellman the key exchange method, RSA algorith m and many other algorith ms which realize public -key cryptography methods [1] [2] [3] . Furthermore, while Error Control Coding o f data and in some algorith ms of pseudorandom-nu mber generation the necessity of mu ltip licat ive inverse searching also arises [4, 5] . That is why the task of searching and investigating the effective methods of finding the mult iplicative inverse in the ring of residues modulo m by minimalistic criterion of computational and time complexity is topical.
II. CLASSIFICATION OF SEARCHING METHODS OF MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSE IN T HE RING OF RESIDUES MODULO M
The mult iplicative inverse for the integer b in modular arith metic is such an integer y, for which the following equation is attained: [4, [6] [7] [8] .
The searching methods of mult iplicative inverse can be divided into two classes: methods which are derived fro m greatest common div isor searching methods and methods which are based on modular exponentiation (figure 1). 

In case when mu ltip licat ive inverse to m modulo b is to be found easier than mult iplicative inverse to b modulo m , the Arazi formula is used [10, 11] :
When b is a prime number, the A razi formu la is until b is prime nu mber (we will name such an approach to realize the Joye-Paillier method an algorith m №0).
Another approach for choosing the constant C lies in the fact that initial value of constant С is taken to be equal to
where T is the product of definite set of prime nu mbers, and then the value of b increases on value of mT  until we get prime . b We will name such an approach to realize the Joye-Paillier method an algorithm №1. We can expect the operating speed improving if we trace modulo m to prime nu mber m by adding the value proportional to bT  and do the calculation according to the following formulas :
Formulas (5) and (6) can be combined into one:
We will name such a realization of the Joye-Paillier method an algorithm №2. 
IV. SEARCHING METHODS OF MULTIPLICATIVE INVERSE BASED ON SEARCHING THE GCD
It is proved that from the computational viewpoint the most effective methods of searching the GCD are the methods based on Euclidean algorithm [4, 6] .
The idea of searching the GCD can be adapted to the needs for finding the mu ltip licat ive inverse. The extended Euclidean algorith m is used for it, which allows finding the GCD of t wo nu mbers m and b and such coefficients x and y the following equation to hold true [4, [6] [7] :
where d -is the greatest common divisor for m and b.
If we perform the equation (7) modulo m, that we will get: When developing the extended Euclidean algorith m for GCD search it is necessary to keep the performance of two equations:
Furthermore, at the beginning of algorith m um  , vb  .
To provide the execution of equations (8) and (9) you need to define 1, (8) and (9). The methods based on searching the greatest common divisor can be divided into two subclasses: 
A. The Extended Euclidean Algorithm and Its Modifications
The first subclass (figure 1) of the extended algorithms is the extended Euclidean algorith ms, which main ideas were established in India in the 5th century [3] .
These algorithms are based on the following identity
and in the process of the algorith ms the execution of equations like (8) and (9) are maintained. It was shown by Gordon Brad ley [4, 6] , that it is enough to maintain the equations like:
and in the end to find the value of the second coefficient using the formula won't change if in numbers m and b we divest the certain amount of junior bits. Using this idea, we can build the extended Leh mer algorith m. The drawback to this algorith m is the fixed amount of junior bits wh ich is divested while operands can have different length. That's why efficient is to find the optimal amount of bits divested for operands' length given.
B. The Extended Binary Euclidean Algorithm and Its Modifications
The second subclass (figure 1) of the extended algorithms is the extended binary Euclidean algorithms .
These algorithms in the process of performing also maintain the execution of equations (8) The generalization of the binary algorith m is k-аry algorith m. When build ing such an algorithm co mparing to binary the term -pairity‖ is rep laced by -co-prime with k‖ and during the realization of iterat ion process division by k is done.
The second approach (LS) is based on the follo wing identities: According to this approach the number t is calculated minus and such that is power of two, then the value of tv  can be found by out dent of v on certain amount of binary digit b its. For k-ary algorith m t is chosen like the power of the number k.
So, there arises the necessity of investigation of the influence of the value of k on the effectiveness of k-ary searching method of multip licative inverse in the ring of residues modulo m.
At the same time there are two known [13] modifications for the binary RS-algorithm, which positioned the algorith ms for hardware implementation. The peculiarity of these algorithms is that they on every iteration operate only with t wo least significant bits of operands. These algorithms are called extended plusminus algorithms.
V. THE EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCH
For the experimental investigation into the software product on computer programming language C# was designed in Visual Studio 2013 framework. The experimental research was carried out on the co mputer with the fo llo wing technical characteristics: CPU Intel Core I5-3210М, 2.5 GHz, random access memory 8 Gb.
The software product allows testing the correctness of the process of the algorithms, generating inco ming data with set characteristics and receiving the timing data of the processes of algorithms at specified arguments .
А. The Research of Euler, Carmichael and Arazi Methods
In the designed software product Euler method, Carmichael method and two modificat ions of Arazi method are realized, the Arazi method using Euler formula and the Arazi method using Carmichael formu la in particular (figure 1).
To carry out the research of the algorithm operating 
В. The Research of Joye-Paillier Method
For the Joye-Paillier method analysis ( figure 1 ) the four algorith ms of realizat ion of this method were designed.
For the purpose of the research in the performance o f Joye-Paillier method in for searching of mu ltiplicative inverse the two classes of number sets with pairs of random nu mbers m and b were fo rmed, each of them containing four sets with different length of the module (128, 256, 512, 1024 bit ). To the first class sets containing m wh ich are prime numbers belong, to the second class -sets containing odd m which have for at least 5 prime d ivisors. Every set consists of 50 modules m with specified characteristics and fixed length, and also 100 such numbers b for every m so that the condition
In the algorith ms №1, №2 and №3 the parameter T is used which is the multip lication of certain set of prime numbers. About the choice of values of this parameter there are no reco mmendations in the article [11] that's why we searched for optimal set of mu ltip liers for T by looking through the mult iplications of all the prime numbers from 2 to 23 (tables 2-3).
For optimal values of parameter Т the results with involvement of arith metic modulo 2 are g iven in tables 4 and 5. Fro m the received experimental results, it is evident for every fixed length of operands there exists its own set of optimal values of range o f mu ltip liers for parameter T. Among the four algorithms were investigated, the best results for module with length of 512 bits shows algorith m №2, and fo r the module with length of 1024 bits almost on 25% algorith m №1 is better. Such a tendency retains for both prime and composite modules . In the tables 4 and 5 the operating time of algorithms which realize Joye-Paillier method by optimal sets of mu ltip liers of parameter T with involvement of arith metic modulo 2. Fro m the given tables we can see that involvement of arith metic modulo 2 instead of integer division for all the algorith ms gives small increase of performance.
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С. The Research of Methods based on Euclidean Algorithm
With the purpose of research into the operating speed of this class of algorith ms based on searching GCD (greatest common divisor) of two nu mbers with the help of Euclidean algorith m ( Among the methods that are based on modular exponentiation (figure 1), the best results is the JoyePaillier method. At the same time for operands with length smaller than 512 bits' algorith m №2 of realizat ion of this method is leading, and for the operands with length above 512 bits -algorithm №1. The involvement of arithmet ic modulo 2 in these algorith ms gives additionally near 5% of performance increasing.
Co mparing the search methods of mult iplicative inverse in the ring of integers modulo m based on modular exponentiation and methods based on GCD searching (figure 1), the best results prove to be those based on algorithms of GCD searching of two numbers and the worst -those based on modular exponentiation. Within the class of methods based on GCD searching extended Euclidean algorith m leads over extended Leh mer algorith m with optimal values of parameters on almost 20%. At the same t ime the offered improved Brad ley modification of extended Euclidean algorith m comparing to basic algorith m gives the increase of performance for almost 17%.
In the given investigation we for the first time have got analytical formu las for calculating the necessary random access memory when performing k-ary RS-algorith m and simp lified k-ary RS-algorith m for searching the multiplicative inverse in the ring of integers modulo m.
Further investigations should be focused on analysis of the k-ary RS-algorithms, namely on values of k, which are the mult iplication of t wo powers of p rime nu mbers and on building the adapted simplified RS-algorith m, which will do the preliminary analysis of operands and determine the optimal value of k. Besides, it is necessary to build the analytical dependence function of operating time of algorith m and the length of operands and the value of k, which is used.
